
Warren Buffet Berkshire Hathaway Classic Technique & Broken Software 
 
Berkshire Hathaway, investment company of CEO Warren Buffet, made another big move with OXY 
stock, oxy.com, again. If ignorant people follow their moves and buy what they buy without knowing the 
details, they will be surely broke. By analyzing the charts and facts, I figured out they applied classic 
techniques in world on investments. They bought the stocks at high-point ceiling. Anyone followed that 
move will be disappointed within one month because it will fall gradually. When big investment 
company buys huge position, it makes big news. However, news never covered details. They made 
covered calls right away at that peak-point, and bought huge options of puts. This move is like selling 
the stocks without losing it, and buy an insurance (puts) with that money out of “thin-air”. They can’t 
lose when stocks move both way, but they make immediate money when it moves down. They did it 
before at previous high point at about $74. You can see the stock price crashed after it. See the picture. 
No, they didn’t lose money, but made money and owned stocks. They made another move again no 
more than 3 days ago, according to the news. The strategy is to collect the 13 cents dividend in long runs 
after making money quickly in its explosive up or down moves. They bought the stocks at huge cut 
prices via applying this strategy. Don’t forget Buffet had been a big customer of OXY company. He had 
been in and out of this stock. During the pandemic period, OXY struggled to pay dividend to Buffet, so 
they paid in stocks… The technique described above alleviates a great deal the margin (interest fee pay 
for borrowed money to buy stock). It’s like buying stocks with free money out of thin air with huge 
discount price. Here is precious info I just discovered affirmatively: a famous brokerage is running live 
trading accounts with broken software. When you apply that technique above that dumb software that 
regulates margin (lend you money via automation), it gives you a lot more money explosively to buy 
more stocks. The info is undisclosed here because they might quickly fix it. It will cost them huge money 
with software development teams to fix. It won’t be quick and easy. To take advantage of opportunities 
and education in investments, contact Christopher McGrath, mcgrah_ch@hotmail.com, www.aaw.link. I 
don’t give financial advice as to what to buy and sell. I provide education for those who don’t know how 
to buy and sell, who don’t understand these trading techniques and strategies, and who have no skills in 
information hunting, analysis, and other essential skills to get started.     
 
PS. That $74 is a peak point. The stock would NEVER go beyond that for at least next 6 years from this 
day 8/17/2022. If it goes crazy like more than $80 in six years, then my guesses, analysis, and 
speculations are dead wrong. Any private bets? I speak clearly and stand behind my words.   
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